
Dictionary Definition of 

impresario: 

noun

a theatrical impresario: organizer, manager, producer, stage manager; 
promotor, publicist, showman; controller, arranger, fixer; financier, money 
man; director, conductor, maestro.


(Announced in a strong British Accent) (Aliza Imari will be checking its 
authenticity.) 

I organize my calendar  
I manage my itch 
I produce poetry on meals 
I stage manage my apartment with Liberace memorabilia, Kerry may not 
approve. 
I Promote the best parts o f myself on a daily basis.  
Weeds do appear unexpectedly of course and weed whacking is taken over by 
the publicist who edits limbs and whole organs. At times, grow back like weeds. 
The showman and showwoman’s, keeping with reality that our DICK- tionaries 
do seem to forget that women have given birth centuries. 
I’m showing up everyday and controlling myself where necessary in order to 
imbue the atmosphere with an aromatic discussion but not with too much spice 
in case of offending the locals.  
They tend to keep to themselves. If you do want to join their club you must 
perform which brings us - 
To the arranger - the arranger brings the plates and spins them, and the fixer 
glues them back together when they fall down and break into many little pieces 
and shards. The financier steps in, in order to assure no one gets cut on his 
watch, well, at least  not until he’s left the room. He/She will SPREAD the 
WEALTH unless course he/she is a REPUBLICANNY. Uncanny how they work so 
diligently at discarding valuable matter.  
This brings us to the money man & money woman who always makes sure that 
all of the cash will be carried by the strongest jack ass in the live stock pen. 



Ah yes, the director and the conductor will duke it out and finally they will 
learn how to share positions of power; as Ross has  said;  “A Little help from my 
friends.” And finally the MAESTRO also knows as the MAESTRA, since I do 
speak Italian fluently, I am more than certain these two equal sexes are both 
equally impressive. 
Don’t you think we should all get on the same page and impress the hell  
out of each other! 
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